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Abstract

Scholarship on racial disparity in arrests for low-level offenses has largely focused on
factors that would cause individual officers to rely on race when deciding whether to
make an arrest. This paper theorizes an additional source of officer bias: strategic limits
on what officers can learn. Within policing organizations led by chiefs with special
expertise in crime control, the chief’s assignments are a source of information about
the most effective practices. However, if the officers are uncertain whether their chief is
independent of political pressures, the chief’s assignments will be less persuasive when
they align with what political advocates want. In general, this mechanism represents
a constraint on the effectiveness of professional police departments. In the post-civil
rights era, this institutional inefficiency would have constrained the set of circumstances
in which police officers could learn that they should reduce the intensity of arrests on
Black residents.
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In many US jurisdictions, people racialized as Black make up a disproportionately large

share of those arrested for minor offenses such as disorderly conduct or loitering. Police

officers exercise discretion with limited oversight in such cases, and routinely choose not to

arrest people for such conduct, leading scholars to refer to these as ’discretionary arrests’

(National Research Council 2004, 63-64; Moskos 2008, 114-120 ). Some studies have identi-

fied jurisdictions where this dis-proportionality is large enough that the probability of being

arrested, conditional on engaging in criminal behavior, is higher for people racialized as Black

than for those racialized as white (Beckett et al., 2005; Gelman et al., 2007; Knox and Mum-

molo, 2020). This over-punishment through the criminal justice system has negative social,

economic, and political consequences for Black residents in the United States (Western 2006;

Burch 2013; Lerman and Weaver 2014; Owens and Walker 2018; White 2019; Harris 2016,

but see Gerber et al. 2017 for a contrary finding).

A growing body of research has examined the objectives and strategies of politicians and

civil society, as well as the location of police departments within the US federal structure, to

explain why policy makers constructed a criminal justice system that is so racially dispro-

portionate in its punishment (Weaver, 2007; Murakawa, 2014; Fortner, 2015; Hinton, 2016;

Forman Jr, 2017; Taylor, 2018). Applying their insights to think about the phenomenon of

disparity in discretionary arrests suggests that some police chiefs would understand racial

disparity in punishment to be a part of what their political principals want. A separate

line of research proceeds from the observation that low-level arrests are an application of

public policy made by street level bureaucrats (Lipsky, 2010), and so focuses on identifying

mechanisms that would cause individual police officers to generate racial disparity in their

stops, searches, or arrests.

One explanation is that some police officers are more likely to arrest someone they racial-

ize as Black because doing so provides them a psychological benefit (Smith et al., 1984;

Weitzer, 1996). I adopt Gary Becker’s terminology and refer to this as ‘taste-based’ dis-
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crimination. Racial disparity driven by this mechanism would be eliminated only if officers

choose not to engage in taste-based discrimination.

A second explanation is that people racialized as Black are more likely to be involved in

criminal activity than members of other racial categories, and therefore the most effective

policing strategy for officers it to devote greater scrutiny to people they racialize as Black

(e.g. Knowles et al., 2001; Anwar and Fang, 2006; Antonovics and Knight, 2009). Thus,

differences in the rates of offending by race cause ‘statistical discrimination’ by police officers

who are exclusively motivated to maximize the number of arrests they can make. Racial

disparity in discretionary arrests driven by this mechanism would be eliminated if marginal

decreases in crime associated with increased probability of arrest were equal across racial

groups, or if officers were not committed to making the most arrests they can.

A rival set of explanations is that police officers’ decisions are influenced by psycholog-

ical associations that officers are not aware of or beliefs that do not respond rationally to

stimuli (Skolnick 1975, 45-48; Hübert and Little 2020; for a synthesis of these findings in

psychology, see Glaser, 2014, chapter 4). For example, Eberhardt et al. (2004) report a

series of experiments that show that unconscious associations between Blackness and crim-

inality changes the way people process visual stimuli. In particular, subjects rated more

stereo-typically Black faces as looking more criminal, and directed their attention to Black

faces when primed to think about crime. Racial disparity in minor arrests driven by these

mechanisms would be eliminated only if officers eliminated the influence of these irrational

cognitive processes on their behavior.

Collectively, these theories of racial disparity imply that if police officers refrain from

explicit discrimination and eliminate the effect of unconscious associations on their decision

making, racial disparity in arrests that is caused by the decisions of individual officers would

be exclusively due to statistical discrimination. Broadly, these lines of research either ignore

how officers learn about the most effective use of racial cues in their work, or only consider
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features of individual officers that might interfere with their learning. In so doing, they

ignore the effect of the context in which police officers learn.1

I argue that unresolved tension between the political responsiveness and professional

independence of police departments can influence how officers learn to use racial cues. If

police chiefs were politically independent experts committed to crime control, a key feature of

the professional ideal of policing, they would give assignments to patrol officers that reflected

their insights into what arrest intensity would best control crime. However, if police chiefs

were to choose policies in order to satisfy political demands, officers could not learn the

most effective arrest intensity from their decisions. When officers are uncertain whether the

chief’s instructions are made on the basis of independent expertise or to satisfy a pressure

group, officers will learn from those decisions but develop inaccurate beliefs about the most

effective approach to controlling crime.2 Thus, the fact that the behavior of street-level

bureaucrats within police departments elicits political pressure, interferes with the ability of

these bureaucracies to efficiently use the expertise of their leaders.

To do so I present a game of imperfect information between a police chief and patrol

officer, in which the chief has private information about the arrest intensity that would best

reduce crime among people in a social category. The chief cares either about controlling

crime or satisfying political demands, while the officer cares either about controlling crime

or following orders. The chief gives instructions about how to police and the officer chooses

their arrest practices. The possibility that the chief is responding to political pressure makes

their assignment an imperfect signal of the most effective policy, and officers will be less

convinced if the chief gives the assignment that they are being pressured to give. Because

officer learning is limited by features of the institutional context, I refer to this as ‘context

1 The exception is Skolnick’s theory of the symbolic assailant (see Skolnick 1975; Bell 2017). He argues that
the need to exercise authority within a dangerous environment leads police officers to rely on heuristics
that predict impending threat to themselves or people they wish to protect.

2 I call beliefs that match a parameter in the world ‘accurate’. Beliefs that are arrived at using Bayes’ rule,
but where officers are wrong or have some uncertainty about the true parameter’s value, I call inaccurate.
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constrained learning’.

This model differs from models of statistical discrimination in policing such as Knowles

et al. in two ways. First, by removing potential offenders as players in the game, it does

not impose the equilibrium requirement that officers are correct about the rates of arrest

by race that produce optimal crime control. In this way it can identify the institutional

features that prevent officers from having accurate beliefs about this quantity. Second, it

does not model the relationship between arrest probability and crime rates, instead making

this an exogenously varying feature that officers are uncertain about. This allows for an

examination of how officer uncertainty about the chief’s motivation influences their learning

about the most effective arrest practices.

This paper’s primary contribution is to identify a source of racial disparity in police stops

and minor arrests that does not rely on officers wanting to discriminate for its own sake or

failing to reason perfectly. In this model officers learn from their chief’s instructions, but

under certain circumstances they cannot learn that reducing (or increasing) stop or arrest

intensity would be the most effective crime control strategy. This results from the chief having

unverifiable information about what arrest intensity will produce optimal crime control, and

officers not being certain of their chief’s motives. Thus, an inefficient over-reliance on arrests

in predominantly Black neighborhoods can arise because police operate within a democratic

context where groups make claims on governing institutions to change their behavior.

A second contribution is to show how the imperfect transformation of American police

departments into expert-led and independent crime-control bureaucracies could produce new

sources of disadvantage for already disadvantaged residents. Police reformers in the twentieth

century United States articulated a vision of police chiefs as technocrats with sufficient

neutrality and expertise at the most effective ways to prevent crime that they should be

isolated from political efforts to influence their methods. Despite widespread adoption of

some reforms, independence from political influence eluded most departments (Fogelson,
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1977, Chapter 9). The results in this model depend on officer’s believing there is some

chance that the chief knows which crime control policy is most effective. A department

whose chief had no pretensions to expertise would not produce this effect, thus it would not

occur without the imperfect implementation of these reformers’ ideal.

1 Context Constrained Learning

This paper articulates a source of racial inequality in arrests, that could also generate inef-

ficiency in many areas of policy implementation: context constrained learning.

Definition: a bureaucrat’s learning from a source is constrained if there is one

or more possible practices that they cannot learn they should adopt, even when

that would be their most effective option. Their learning is context constrained

if the constraint is the result of some feature of the learning context.3

In other words, an unconstrained learning source is one from which the bureaucrat can learn

that any of the possible “best” practices, is in fact the best (when this is the case). In this

paper I study a police officer learning from their chief that they should make arrests in more,

fewer, or the same set of circumstances. In this setting, an officer’s learning from the chief is

constrained if they cannot learn that making arrests in fewer (or more) circumstances would

be best, even when it is.

Learning constraints on bureaucrats only impact the operation of an organization to the

extent that they influence how the bureaucrats learn to carry out some component of their

job over which they have discretion that is subject to limited oversight. Thus, it is only a

concern in what Lipsky calls street-level bureaucracies 2010, 3. If the oversight is strong,

3 This definition of constrained learning is agnostic with respect to how a bureaucrat’s “best” option is
defined. In this paper, I study the case of police officers who make arrest decisions on the basis of whether
those arrests reduce crime, but the definition could be applied to officers who think the best decision is the
one that gets them promoted, or minimizes their effort.
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what a bureaucrat thinks will work best is less relevant because supervisors can effectively

enforce standardized decision making. Arrest decisions are made by officers with limited

oversight, and cannot be reversed. Further criminal justice involvement is determined by

other members of a police department, along with prosecutors and judges, but the choice to

make an arrest for minor offenses (as opposed to using some other corrective strategy) is left

at the discretion of the officer.

In street-level bureaucracies, constrained learning would reduce the gains from having

experts leading an organization. This reduction arises because street-level bureaucrats would

not choose the most effective action whenever it is the one they cannot learn is best. Below,

I show that the possibility of political interference in police policy making causes context

constrained learning by patrol officers.

The notion that learned beliefs cause individuals to discriminate on the basis of race

is hardly novel; this is central to definitions of prejudice (Allport et al., 1954, ch1; Kinder

and Sears 1981; Kinder et al. 1996; Bobo 1999). The distinctive feature of what I propose

is to identify characteristics of learning contexts that prevent Bayesian street-level bureau-

crats from reasoning to certain conclusions about how they should use race in their decision

making. In the case of policing, I identify conditions under which patrol officers would be

prevented from learning that reducing arrest intensity for low level crimes is the most effec-

tive crime control strategy in predominantly-minority areas, no matter the conclusions that

their expert chiefs reach. Under these conditions this institutional design enlists reasoning

itself as an opponent to reducing racial inequality, and so it is a special case of what Omi

and Winant define as a racial project that is racist (2014, 56).

Related concepts have been advanced by Eduardo Bonilla-Silva and Ian Haney López.

In his study of racial ideology, Bonilla-Silva identifies frames, or "set paths for interpreting

information" as central to the maintenance of ‘color-blind racism’ in the post-civil rights US

(Bonilla-Silva, 2013, 4-8, 73-78). These frames are mental habits for explaining phenomena
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that would, if considered differently, challenge a believer’s commitment to their conservative

racial beliefs. Below, I show that police officer uncertainty about the motivations of their

police chief can play an analogous role in preserving beliefs that high rates of arrests for

low level infractions are an effective practice for controlling crime in predominantly Black or

Latinx neighborhoods. Thus, I build on Bonilla-Silva’s work, by arguing that an interpretive

frame which can support colorblind racism in the Post-Civil Rights Era is embedded in the

governance structure of municipal police departments.

In his study of jury selection within the Los Angeles court system, López theorizes in-

stitutional racism as racial status enforcement that relies on notions of racial meaning that

are so widely shared as to not be examined (López, 2000). Lopez’s model rests on a theory

whereby routine individual action is determined by sets of familiar practices, or scripts, that

people follow without reflection or careful reasoning. These scripts are taught to new mem-

bers of an organization, and so can cause an organization’s members to coordinate around

practices that rely on widely held racial meanings to reinforce racial hierarchies. Crucially,

this theory articulates a mechanism through which racial discrimination by individuals is

perpetuated as a result of organizational features: the scripts new members are introduced

to. . Context constrained learning differs from López’s institutional racism because it relies

on effortful rationality, and in so doing it influences what police officers come to explicitly

believe to be true about what crime control methods work best.

2 Model of Officer Learning from Assignments

In this section I present a game of imperfect information between a police chief, C, and a

representative police officer under their command, P . The model structure proceeds from

the observation that, in order for a police department to unilaterally decrease the arrest

intensity faced by a category of resident, its officers must change the way they handle at
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least some circumstances involving that category of resident. In particular, there must be

some recurring set of circumstances where the police choose not to make an arrest where they

previously would have. Symmetrically, for a police department to increase the arrest intensity

faced by a category of resident, its members have to start making arrests in circumstances

where they previously would not have.

In order to represent this, I model the police chief as giving instructions to their officer

about whether to increase, decrease, or maintain the current arrest intensity for a particular

set of circumstances, such as when they encounter people they suspect of loitering. C starts

the game by observing private information about the effectiveness of the current arrest

intensity and two possible alternatives, one increase and one decrease, and then gives an

assignment to the officer (a). P observes C’s assignments and then chooses what arrest

intensity to employ (x). In this way the model represents an environment where patrol officers

have the opportunity to learn from their chief about the most effective way to do their jobs.

However, I complicate the model with the possibility of a chief who cares about responding

to political demands rather than choosing the most effective crime control strategy, and some

chance that the patrol officer will follow instructions un-strategically.

The officer’s choice, x ∈ {ω1, ω2, ω3}, together with a random variable, ω ∈ {ω1, ω2, ω3},

determine the department’s performance reducing crime in a particular area or among a

sub-population: y.

y = −(x− ω)2

The random variable ω represents conditions in the area or population that determine

whether the departments efforts would be most effective if they increased (ω3), decreased

(ω1), or maintained the status quo arrest intensity (ω2).4 I assume that the increase or de-

4 I use ω to represent the most effective arrest intensity within a specific area or population, not an optimal
intensity relative to some other area or sub-population.
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crease is symmetric: ω2 − ω1 = ω3 − ω2 = ∆. The ex ante probability that arrest intensities

should decrease or increase are πω1, πω3 ∈ (0, 1), and the probability it should remain the

same is 1− πω1 − πω3.

I represent P as one of two types: either they care exclusively about reducing crime or

they care exclusively about following their assignment.

up = θpy − (1− θp)(x− a)2

Where y is the department performance, θp ∈ {0, 1} represents the officer’s type, x is their

arrest intensity choice, and a is their assignment. For convenience, I refer to the officer that

cares only about department effectiveness as ‘crime-motivated’ (θp = 1), and the one whose

utility depends on carrying out their assignment as ‘conflict -averse’ (θp = 0), because they

carry out their task to minimize conflict with their superior. Note, the costs of higher arrest

intensities are not borne by the officer. I assume the officer’s type is known only to them.5

The chief also has two types, and either wants the patrol officers to implement the most

effective arrest intensity (ω) or the one preferred by some pressure group that is not primarily

concerned with maximizing the department’s effect on crime (γ ∈ {ω1, ω2, ω3}).

uc = θcy − (1− θc)(x− γ)2

The ‘independent’-type chief (θc = 1) is exclusively motivated to reduce crime. In contrast,

the ‘responsive’-type chief (θc = 0) cares only about responding to demands from outside

the department. If γ = ω1, the pressure group wants more arrests, while if γ = ω3 they want

fewer arrests. These types could represent fixed characteristics of an individual when a new

5 This model is a variant of the costless signaling game introduced by Crawford and Sobel (1982). If the
risk-averse type were removed (πp = 1), it would reduce to a cheap talk model with a restricted signal and
action space, where the receiver (patrol officer) is uncertain about the sender’s (chief’s) ideal policy.
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chief is appointed, or could represent differences in how a single person makes decisions at

different times.

Both chief types know everything about the game except the officer’s type. They observe

the optimal arrest intensity (ω) and know their own type before choosing an assignment (a),

and know P is crime-motivated with probability πp. The officer chooses second and observes

the chief’s instructions, but only knows the ex ante probability that each arrest practice

would be most effective (πω1, πω2, πω3) and the ex ante probability that C is the independent

type (πc). The model assumes that P cannot determine whether the chief chose the most

effective arrest intensity under the circumstances, and so that the chief’s information about

optimal arrest intensity is unverifiable (Laffont and Tirole, 1993, 212). The pressure group’s

goal (γ) is common knowledge.

To summarize, the game proceeds as follows:

0. Nature chooses the chief’s type (θc), the officer’s type (θp), and the most effective arrest

intensity (ω).

1. The chief observes their type and the most effective arrest intensity and then gives an

assignment (a).

2. The officer observes their type and the chief’s assignment and then chooses an arrest

intensity to implement (x).

Representation of Police Objectives

This model represents police officers and their chief as motivated to reduce crime, and

assumes the chief has better information than the officer about what arrest intensity is

most effective at their shared goal. This representation differs from models of statistical

discrimination in policing because it holds the relationship between arrest intensity and crime

reduction as an exogenous parameter unobserved by patrol officers rather than making it a

feature of an equilibrium (e.g. Knowles et al. 2001; Borooah 2001; Anwar and Fang 2006;
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Antonovics and Knight 2009). For example, Knowles et al. model officers as maximizing the

number of searches that reveal contraband justifying an arrest, less a cost from carrying out

each search (Knowles et al., 2001, 209). This goal can be interpreted as maximizing crime

control only with additional assumptions about the relationship between arrests, searches,

and crime reduction.6

Anwar and Fang also model officers as motivated to make arrests, and justify it with

reference to awards and promotion decisions being based in part on state troopers’ success

catching motorists with contraband (Anwar and Fang, 2006, 134). This justifies the utility

assumptions as representing officers’ relevant career concerns, rather than individual goals

of reducing crime. The model presented here incorporates patrol officer career concerns as a

static influence by assuming that some fraction of officers pay a cost from choosing an arrest

intensity that differs from that ordered by their chief. In this respect it splits career concerns

from crime control motivation.

A limitation of modeling the relationship between arrest intensity and crime reduction as

a feature of Nash-descended equilibria, where potential offenders are players in the game, is

that it requires officers to be correct in their beliefs about the effect of their arrest decisions

on crime. In this respect it assumes away the possibility of officers acting from uncertain

or inaccurate beliefs, in an environment where there is 1) debate among experts about the

relationship between arrest intensity and crime reduction, and 2) a belief among officers that

some arrests have a greater influence on crime than others.7 Therefore it is important to

account for how this uncertainty might influence the behavior of police officers, which the

model presented here does.

6 Allison Stashko demonstrates this point (Stashko, 2020).
7 See National Research Council 2004, Chapter 6. These are not recent discoveries. In his seminal text on
policing, Bruce Smith wrote: "The policeman’s art, then, consists in applying and enforcing a multitude of
laws and ordinances in such degree or proportion and in such manner that the greatest degree of protection
will be secured. The degree of enforcement and the method of application will vary with each neighborhood
and community" (Smith, 1940, 19).
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In summary, this model introduces three key features: 1) different arrests can have

different impacts on the rate of future crime; 2) officers are uncertain about the relationship

between arrests and their goal: crime reduction; and 3) superiors have better information

than patrol officers about which arrests would have greater impact on crime.

Learning About the Use of Racial Cues

Any discussion of racial discrimination at the individual level is a discussion of how

individuals rely on their racial categorization of others to make decisions. In the US, reliance

on racial cues is something that many children learn early in life (Van Ausdale and Feagin,

1996). Any police officer will have a way of using them before beginning work. This paper

assumes that what officers infer on the basis of racial cues, at least insofar as it influences

their arrest decisions, can change as a result of learning.

In societies with norms of racial equality, reliably eliciting what people believe to be

true about racial and ethnic minorities is notoriously difficult (Sniderman and Piazza, 1993;

Stoker, 1998), however there is some suggestive evidence that police officers’ racial views

change. Empirical studies of of racial beliefs in political science have focused on the mea-

surement of attitudes conceptualized to include both cognitive and affective components

(Kinder and Sears, 1981; Kinder et al., 1996; Kinder and Kam, 2010). Scholars studying the

determinants of these attitudes have found that features of political and economic contexts

play a role in determining these attitudes among white Americans (Oliver and Mendelberg,

2000; Eric Oliver and Wong, 2003; Branton and Jones, 2005; Gay, 2006). In addition to

these macro patterns in racial attitudes, a longitudinal survey of police recruits in New South

Wales, Australia, suggests the officers’ racial attitudes change during their first year of work

(Wortley and Homel, 1995). Finally, evidence from interviews with police and ethnographic

observation within a department also support the notion that police attitudes toward Black

residents can (and do) change (Westley 1970, 103-104; Skolnick 1994, 78; Moskos 2008, 47).

Once in the police force, officers learn from many sources. At the time of writing, almost
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all municipal police in the US undergo training before they begin working as officers, as

well as learning on the job from their more experienced peers (Walker and Katz, 2012).

Some US states mandate ‘human relations’ training for police officers, one reason for the

introduction of which was to help officers navigate racial and ethnic differences within their

jurisdiction (Das 1985; for an early example of such a training program, see Lohman 1947).

By omitting these sources of learning, the model more parsimoniously represents what officers

would learn from their superior’s orders. Thus it should be interpreted as representing the

marginal change in officer beliefs and behavior that results from their formal assignments.

This is not to suggest that the other sources are unimportant in determining officer behavior;

they are simply beyond the scope of this inquiry.

Although racial profiling by police continues to be identified in the twenty-first century,

it is illegal in the US, so police chiefs in most departments would not give instructions of

the form "I want you to arrest at least ten Black people for disorderly conduct this month"

(American Civil Liberties Union, 2009). However, such blatantly racial assignments are

not required for officers to learn to use racial cues in a way that would change the racial

distribution of arrests.

One occurrence that would lead officers to learn to use racial cues differently are as-

signments dealing with racially homogeneous groups, which are not uncommon in the US.

Residential segregation provides many racially homogeneous neighborhoods, where instruc-

tions about arrest practices in those areas could lead to racial learning. A second example is

racially exclusive organizational membership, such as street gangs that are primarily com-

posed of people from a specific age-sex-race category. Officer assignments dealing with these

groups would induce learning that does not apply to every member of a racial group, but is

never the less racial learning in that it applies to a racially defined subset of the population

(see Crenshaw 1989 for a critique of defining discriminatory practices as ‘racial’ only when

they disadvantage all members of a racialized group).
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Another situation where police officers might learn about how to use racial cues from

assignments is when criticism of specific police programs is articulated in racial terms. When

a group calls for an end to policy because it involves too many arrests of people from a

particular racial or ethnic group, and the department defends the effectiveness of those

programs while acknowledging that racial disparity, officers would be correct to conclude

that the conflict is over whether they should arrest more or fewer members of that group.

Public debates in the early 2010s about the use of ‘stop and frisk’ policies in New York and

Philadelphia had this structure (Baker, 2010; Saul, 2016).

In this model, I represent race by interpreting the chief’s assignments as about a racialized

group. There is nothing about the structure of the model that makes it uniquely applicable

to the case of racial learning, and so its insights could also be applied to other socially iden-

tifiable categories of people, such as the unhoused, juveniles, or people police officers identify

as LGBTQ. Thus, while the model is developed in order to shed light on racial inequality

in policing, the information transmission inefficiency that it identifies could interfere with

the ability of a police department to effectively allocate punishment along any identifiable

division in the population.

2.1 Analysis: Officer Beliefs and Arrest Behavior

I examine the information transmission properties of this institutional setting using the

perfect Bayesian equilibrium solution concept because it is a sequential game with private

information. In this analysis, I focus on pure strategy PBE in which the independent chief

assigns the arrest intensity that is most effective. For the remainder of this analysis, I refer to

these as Semi-Truthful Equilibria (STE), because one of the chief’s types truthfully reports

the most effective arrest intensity. I restrict my attention to STE because they exist for all

possible priors and the chief’s assignments can serve as an unconstrained learning source,
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where possible.8 In the text I assume that the pressure group wants the chief to reduce arrest

intensity (γ = ω1), leaving the analysis of when there is pressure to increase arrest intensity

(γ = ω3) in appendix A.1.

The officer chooses their arrest intensity after receiving an assignment, and so can condi-

tion their choice on what they have been assigned. Since the conflict-averse officer’s utility

depends only on the match between their choice and the assignment, their choice will not

depend on which policy is most effective. Their unique equilibrium action will be to follow

their assignment (x∗(a|θp = 0) = a).

Since the crime-motivated officer’s utility depends on how well their arrest intensity re-

duces crime, they will only increase or decrease their arrest intensity if they are sufficiently

confident that it will be more effective. Thus, the chief’s assignment will only influence their

behavior through its influence on their beliefs about the most effective arrest intensity.

Lemma 1. In equilibrium the crime-motivated officers will increase or decrease their arrest

intensity only if they are sufficiently convinced by their assignment that doing so will improve

department performance, while the conflict-averse officers will follow their assignment.

Formally, P’s sequentially rational strategies are

x∗(a, θp) =



ω1 if θp = 1 and Pr(ω1|a) > 1
2

+ Pr(ω3|a)

ω1 or ω2 if θp = 1 and Pr(ω1|a) = 1
2

+ Pr(ω3|a)

ω2 if θp = 1, Pr(ω1|a) < 1
2

+ Pr(ω3|a), and Pr(ω3|a) < 1
2

+ Pr(ω1|a)

ω2 or ω3 if θp = 1 and Pr(ω3|a) = 1
2

+ Pr(ω1|a)

ω3 if θp = 1 and Pr(ω3|a) > 1
2

+ Pr(ω1|a)

a if θp = 0

8 I provide a proof of equilibrium existence in appendix A.2.
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Proof. When θp = 1 P ’s expected utilities of each choice are:

EUp(x|a, θp = 1) =


−∆2(Pr(ω2|a) + 4Pr(ω3|a)), when x = ω1

−∆2(Pr(ω1|a) + Pr(ω3|a)), when x = ω2

−∆2(Pr(ω2|a) + 4Pr(ω1|a)), when x = ω3

Making the substitution Pr(ω2|a) = 1− Pr(ω1|a)− Pr(ω3|a), it is sequentially rational for

P to choose ωi (for i, j ∈ {1, 3}) iff:

EUp(x = ωi|a, θp = 1) ≥ EUp(x = ω2|a, θp = 1) =⇒ Pr(ωi|a) ≥ 1

2
+ Pr(ωj|a)

EUp(x = ωi|a, θp = 1) ≥ EUp(x = ωj|a, θp = 1) =⇒ Pr(ωi|a) ≥ Pr(ωj|a)

Since the former guarantees the latter the single necessary and sufficient condition is:

Pr(ωi|a) ≥ 1

2
+ Pr(ωj|a) for i, j ∈ {1, 3} (1)

If neither the conditions for decreasing nor increasing arrest intensity are met, the officer’s

sequentially rational choice is x = ω2.

In an equilibrium where the responsive chief assigns what the pressure group wants

(a = γ) and the independent chief assigns the most effective intensity (a = ω), P will have

different information about C’s type depending upon the match between the pressure group’s

goals and the arrest intensity assigned. If the assignment does not match γ, P knows that

C must be the independent type and therefore the assignment is the most effective arrest

intensity for certain. Therefore Pr(ω = a|a 6= γ) = 1.

If C’s assignment is consistent with what the pressure group wants, P remains uncertain

what the most effective policy is. They could be facing an independent chief who chose
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what they know is best, or a responsive chief who ignored their own best judgment. After

observing the assignment, P updated belief that an arrest intensity is the most effective can

be expressed as:

Pr(ωi|a, γ) =Pr(ωi|a, γ, θc = 1)Pr(θc = 1|a, γ)

+ Pr(ωi|a, γ, θc = 0)(1− Pr(θc = 1|a, γ)) (2)

Since the independent chief assigns the arrest intensity that is most effective, their choice

is perfectly informative: Pr(ω1|a = γ = ω1, θc = 1) = 1, Pr(ω2|a = γ = ω1, θc = 1) = 0,

and Pr(ω3|a = γ = ω1, θc = 1) = 0. The responsive chief would give the same assignment

regardless of what is best, so it conveys no additional information about ω’s true value:

Pr(ω1|a = γ = ω1, θc = 0) = πω1, Pr(ω2|a = γ = ω1, θc = 0) = 1 − πω1 − πω3 , and

Pr(ω3|a = γ = ω1, θc = 0) = πω3.

After observing their assignment, the probability that the P s are playing with an inde-

pendent chief can be calculated using Bayes’ Rule:

Pr(θc = 1|a = γ = ω1) =

Pr(a = ω1|θc = 1, γ = ω1)Pr(θc = 1|γ = ω1)

Pr(a = ω1|θc = 1, γ = ω1)Pr(θc = 1|γ = ω1) + Pr(a = ω1|θc = 0, γ = ω1)(1− Pr(θc = 1|γ = ω1))

The chief’s type is independent of what the pressure group wants so Pr(θc = 1|γ = ω1) =

Pr(θc = 1) = πc. Since the independent chief will assign the most effective arrest practice

regardless of what the pressure group wants, their probability of assigning a reduced arrest

intensity is the probability that reducing arrest intensity is most effective: Pr(a = ω1|θc =

1, γ = ω1) = πω1. The responsive chief will assign what the pressure group wants, so

Pr(a = ω1|θc = 0, γ = ω1) = 1. Therefore Pr(θc = 1|a = γ = ω1) = πω1πc
πω1πc+1−πc .

Making the substitutions into equation 2, P ’s beliefs consistent with C choosing a = ω
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when θc = 1 and a = γ when θc = 0 are:

Pr(ωi|a = γ = ω1) =


πω1

πω1πc+1−πc , if i = 1

(1−πc)(1−πω1−πω3)
πω1πc+1−πc , if i = 2

(1−πc)πω3
πω1πc+1−πc if i = 3

(3)

Pr(ωj|a 6= γ = ω1) =


1, if j ∈ {2, 3} and a = ωj

0, if j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and a 6= ωj

(4)

Equations (3) and (4) express the strategic limit to communication the model investigates.

When the chief assigns an arrest intensity that the pressure group does not want, the officers

know it is the most effective. However, when the chief’s assignment is consistent with what

the pressure group wants, the officer’s posterior beliefs will be a convex combination of the

possible optimal arrest intensities. As their faith in the chief’s independence diminishes, their

prior beliefs about the most effective policing practices play a greater role in determining

their beliefs after observing their assignment. Thus, the chief’s assignments are a learning

source that is constrained by a feature of the context: the political independence of the

police chief.

Lemma 2. When officers are unsure whether their chief is independent or responsive and

unsure which arrest intensity would be most effective, they cannot be convinced that the

pressure group’s goal is the most effective arrest practice.

Formally, when πc ∈ (0, 1), πω1, πω2, πω3 ∈ (0, 1), E(ω|a = γ) 6= ω in every STE.

Proof. I identified P ’s posterior beliefs after the assignment a = γ = ωi in a STE in the text

(for i = 1) and appendix A.1 (for i = 3). Using equations (3) and (10), their expectation

of ω is E(ω|a = γ = ωi) =
ωiπωi+ω2(1−πc)(1−πωi−πωj)+ωj(1−πc)πωj

πωiπc+1−πc for i, j ∈ {1, 3}. When

πc ∈ (0, 1), ω1 < ω2 < ω3, and πω1, πω2, πω3 ∈ (0, 1), ω1 <
ω1πω1+ω2(1−πc)(1−πω1−πω3)+ω3(1−πc)πω3

πω1πc+1−πc

and ω3 >
ω3πω3+ω2(1−πc)(1−πω3−πω1)+ω1(1−πc)πω1

πω3πc+1−πc . Therefore when πc ∈ (0, 1), ω1 < ω2 < ω3,
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E(ω|a = γ) 6= ω in any STE.

Lemma 2 captures the mechanism central to the argument of this paper: that uncertainty

about whether their chief is deciding assignments according to crime conditions or political

pressure ensures that assignments serve as a context constrained learning source about the

most effective arrest practices in equilibrium. The officers will only have accurate posteriors

if they observe their chief go against the observed political pressure. This inaccuracy arises

despite the chief being perfectly informed with certainty. Thus, this is an information trans-

mission environment where a crucial assumption underlying statistical discrimination, that

officers will have accurate beliefs about the relationship between race and offending, do not

hold in general.

Officer Beliefs After Assignment

Figure 1: Solid lines: expectations after assignment does not match political demand. Bro-
ken lines: expectations when assignment matches political demand. Likely raise assume
Pr(ω3) = .8 and Pr(ω1) = 0.1, Likely SQ assume Pr(ω3) = .1 and Pr(ω1) = 0.1, Likely
lower assume Pr(ω3) = .1 and Pr(ω1) = 0.8.

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the probability that the chief is independent

and the patrol officers’ posterior expectations of the optimal arrest intensity. The left plot

represents the case when the pressure group wants to reduce arrests, so being assigned to

maintain or increase arrest intensity (the solid lines) give the officers accurate posterior

expectations about the best tactic. However, being assigned to reduce arrest intensity (the
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broken lines) results in a posterior that is either inflated or contracted relative to the true

parameter value. The Likely raise line represents the case when P starts out fairly confident

that raising arrest intensity would be best to begin with, and the Likely lower line represents

the case where P starts out confident that fewer arrests would be better. Finally, the Likely

SQ line represents the case where the officer starts out fairly certain that maintaining the

status quo would be the best option. Crucially, in order for the officer to expect that

reducing arrest intensity is the most effective policy, one of two conditions must be met:

either their confidence in the chief’s independence is high, or they were relatively confident

that reducing arrest intensity would be most effective to begin with. As the officer’s faith

in the independence of their chief decreases, their starting beliefs about the right arrest

intensity exert a progressively stronger influence on their posteriors.

The right panel of figure 1 represents P ’s posterior beliefs when the pressure group wants

more arrests. As on the left panel, the solid lines represent P ’s beliefs when their assignment

is not consistent with the pressure group’s goals, and the broken lines are when it is. Again,

P only ends the game knowing that raising arrest intensity is the most effective for certain

if they believed it to start with, or they are relatively certain that the chief is independent.

Next, I show that when their belief that the chief’s independence falls below a certain

threshold, assignments can no longer convince crime-motivated officers to implement the

pressure group’s goals. I refer to this minimum probability that the chief is independent as

the ‘learning threshold’, because it is the edge of where the officers can learn that they

should change arrest practices in line with a pressure group’s preferences. The minimum

probability that the crime motivated officer needs to reduce arrest intensity is inequality

(1). Substituting in the expressions for P ’s beliefs following an assignment from equation

(3) and simplifying, this requires: πc ≥ 1+2πω3−2πω1
1+2πω3−πω1 . Therefore, the learning threshold when
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the pressure group wants to reduce arrests is:

πLc =
1 + 2πω3 − 2πω1
1 + 2πω3 − πω1

if γ = ω1 (5)

Equation (5) divides the parameter space into two. In any STE, the independent chief will

assign the most effective tactic and the responsive chief will assign what the pressure group

wants. When the chief is independent with probability greater than the learning threshold,

both officer types follow their assignments. When the chief is independent with probabil-

ity less than the learning threshold, the conflict averse officer follows their assignments and

the crime-motivated officer only follows assignments to raise or maintain the same arrest

intensity. The chief’s signal is insufficiently persuasive to convince them that reducing arrest

intensity is the most effective practice.

Proposition 1. No pure strategy PBE exist in which the crime-motivated officer will obey

an assignment consistent with pressure group goals if the chief is independent with probability

less than the learning threshold (πLc ).

The learning threshold is decreasing as the officers become more confident that the pressure

group’s preferred change in practices is the most effective.

Formally, if πc < πLc there is no PBE where x∗(ωi|θp = 1, γ = ωi) = ωi, and ∂πLc
∂Pr(ω=γ)

< 0.

Proof. I show in the text that if πc < πLc there is no STE where x∗(ωi|θp = 1, γ = ωi) = ωi.

By Lemma 1, P will only choose x = ωi where i ∈ {1, 3} in a PBE if their beliefs satisfy

inequality (1). I show in the text and appendix A.1 that if a∗(ω, γ, θc) =


ω if θc = 1

γ if θc = 0

this

condition is not satisfied when θc < θLc .
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If x∗(ωi|θp = 1, γ = ωi) = ωi, the responsive C’s expected utilities are:

EUc(a|θc = 0, γ = ωi) =


0, if a = ωi

−πp(x∗(ω2|θp = 1)− ωi)2 − (1− πp)∆2 if a = ω2

−πp(x∗(ωj|θp = 1)− ωi)2 − (1− πp)4∆2 if a = ωj

Since the first terms of EUc(a = ω2|θc = 0, γ = ωi) and EUc(a = ωj|θc = 0, γ = ωi) are

strictly negative, C strictly prefers a = γ when x∗(ωi|θp = 1, γ = ωi) = ωi. Therefore in

any PBE where x∗(ωi|θp = 1, γ = ωi) = ωi, C must choose a = γ with probability 1, so P ’s

consistent beliefs must include Pr(a = ωi|θc = 0) = 1.

Given the responsive C’s unique sequentially rational action, the STE includes P ’s max-

imum value of Pr(ωi|a = ωi) and minimum value of Pr(ωj|a = ωi). Since P ’s STE beliefs

assume Pr(omegai|a = ωi, θc = 1) = 1 and Pr(ωj|a = ωi, θc = 1) = 0, changing C’s

equilibrium action when θc = 1 will only reduce Pr(ωi|a = ωi) and increase Pr(ωj|a = ωi).

Therefore no PBE exists where x∗(ωi|θp = 1, γ = ωi) = ωi when θc < θLc .

When γ = ωi, Pr(ω = γ) = πωi. The learning threshold when γ = ω1 is equation (5)

and when γ = ω3 is equation (11), both are of the form: θLc =
1+2πωj−2πωi
1+2πωj−πωi where γ = ωi,

i, j ∈ {1, 3}, and i 6= j. Therefore ∂πLc
∂πωi

=
−1−2πωj

(1+2πωj−πωi)2 < 0, so the learning threshold is

strictly decreasing in Pr(ω = γ).

The solid line in figure 2 represents the officer’s learning threshold as a function of the

probability that the pressure group’s preferred policy is the most effective. In the region to

the right of the dashed line, reducing arrests is so likely to be the most effective policy that

the crime-motivated officer would enact it without learning anything. When officer priors are

in this region, they are willing to follow an assignment to reduce arrests even if they know

the the chief is responsive. However, as their ex ante confidence in reducing arrests falls,

they have to learn that reducing arrests is the right move. This requires a stronger signal
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Officer Learning Threshold

Figure 2: Solid line: minimum probability C is independent required for a crime-motivated
P to follow assignment consistent with pressure group demands (πLc ). Dashed line: minimum
probability where P will change policy without learning. Assumes πω3 = 1−πω1

2
and γ = ω1.

the more skeptical they are. When they have very low confidence that reducing arrests is the

most effective practice, they must be nearly certain that the chief is independent in order to

obey. In short, a change that officers are skeptical of will have a higher learning threshold

than one they expect will work.9

Within this information transmission environment, rational officers are prevented from

learning with certainty that the pressure group’s preferred change to policy is the most effective

crime control strategy. However, they can learn that a change in the opposite direction is

the most effective. Thus, the chief’s assignments are a context constrained learning source

when there is a low chance the chief is independent. This asymmetric effect is produced by

the officers knowing that pressure group wants lower arrest intensities, and so it might have

9 This observation is closely related to the result in Calvert (1985), that a decision maker’s expected utility
is higher with advice from someone biased against one of their possible options.
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been chosen despite being less effective.

2.2 The Cost of Pressuring the Police

The analysis thus far as suggests that an expert led police department where officers have

significant discretion can manifest an information-based resistance to political intervention.

This raises the question: why would groups attempt to publicly intervene in the operation

of a police department if it can prevent officers from learning that their preferred strategy

is best? A full account of what determines the political strategy of groups attempting

to influence police behavior is beyond the scope of this paper, but the model offers two

insights that can help structure an answer to this question. First, the potential cost from

constraining learning changes depending on the likelihood that a group’s preferred policy

would be enacted without intervention. As a result, groups that prefer a policy that is less

likely to be identified as the most effective have less to lose. Second, regardless of how likely

their policy is to be enacted absent intervention, there are parameter ranges within which

the pressure group is strictly better off if they are able to reduce the chief’s independence.

As a window into a pressure group’s decision to influence policing practice, I examine

how their welfare changes as the chief’s probability of being responsive changes. To conduct

this analysis I represent the pressure group’s utility as identical to the responsive chief:

uG = −(x− γ)2. Therefore the pressure group’s ex ante expected utility from a STE is:

EUG(STE) =Pr(ω1, θc = 1)EU(x∗|ω1, θc = 1) + Pr(ω2, θc = 1)EU(x∗|ω2, θc = 1)

+ Pr(ω3, θc = 1)EU(x∗|ω3, θc = 1) + Pr(θc = 0)EU(x∗|θc = 0)

When the chief is independent with sufficient probability for the crime control-motivated

officers to follow all assignments, the pressure group gets their preferred policy unless the

chief is independent and some other policy is more effective. If the chief’s probability of
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independence falls below the learning threshold (from Proposition 1), the crime control

motivated officer will not do what the pressure group wants when it is assigned. Therefore

the expected utilities for a group that wants to reduce arrests is are:

EUG(STE|πc > πLc ) = −(1− πω1 − πω3)πc∆2 − πω3πc4∆2 (6)

EUG(STE|πc < πLc ) = −πω1πcπp∆2 − (1− πω1πω3)πc∆2

−−πω3πc4∆2 − (1− πc)πp∆2 (7)

The difference between equations (6) and (7) represents the cost to a group of being influ-

ential enough that they constrain the learning of police officers.

Lemma 3. The pressure group always pays a cost if officer learning is constrained, and this

cost is increasing in the chance that their preferred policy is most effective.

Within the parameter regions on either side of the learning threshold, the pressure group’s

utility is highest when the chief ’s independence is least likely.

Proof. The difference D = EUG(STE|πc > πLc )− EUG(STE|πc < πLc ) = πω1πcπp∆
2 + (1−

πc)πp∆
2, and D > 0 if πp > 0. ∂D

∂πω1
= πpπc∆

2, so since πp, πc ∈ [0, 1] and ∆ > 0, D is strictly

increasing in πω1. ∂
∂πc
EUG(STE|πc < πLc ) < 0 and ∂

∂πc
EUG(STE|πc > πLc ) < 0, so within

each of the regions divided by πLc the group’s utility is decreasing in πc.

Figure 3 illustrates why the pressure group would attempt to influence the chief despite

their intervention constraining the learning of police officers, as articulated in Lemma 3. Each

solid line represents the group’s ex ante expected utility from an STE, while the dashed lines

mark the change in utility associated with crossing the learning threshold. To the left of the

jump the crime-motivated officers will not enact the group’s preferred change, to the right of

the jump they will. The highest line represents a case where the group’s preferred policy is
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Figure 3: Solid lines: ex ante pressure group expected utility from STE with different
probability that their preferred practice change (fewer arrests) is also most effective. Dashed
lines: lowest probability of independent chief where all officers will follow all assignments
(πLc ). Line parameters (πω1, πω3, πp): top (.6, .2, .25), middle (.4, .3, .25), bottom (.1, .45, .25).

likely to be the most effective (πω1 = .6), while the lowest line represents a case where their

preferred policy is unlikely to be the most effective (πω1 = 1). In every case, there is some

range within which increasing their influence over the police chief (decreasing the probability

the chief is independent) strictly increases their utility.

In addition, figure 3 shows how the strategic considerations change depending on what

policy change the group wants. As noted in Proposition 1, when a group’s preferred policy

change is likely to be the most effective, they can have a greater likelihood of influencing

the chief without constraining officer learning. This is indicated by the dashed line falling

at lower values of πc for lines with higher values of πω1. Furthermore, a constraint on officer

learning produces a greater cost to their expected utility, because of the relatively high chance

that their policy would be enacted with less intervention. In contrast, a group advocating

for a policy that is less likely to be the most effective can have very little influence before
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a learning constraint kicks in. Furthermore, the cost they face from constraining officer

learning is relatively small.

3 Expertise, Political Pressure, and Police Goals

The model analyzed above makes the simplifying assumption that a department has a single

objective, and that the pressure group trying to influence department practices was a single-

minded seeker of their preferred policy change. In other words, their desire for this change

is unrelated to its impact on any outcomes police officers care about. From an information

transmission standpoint, this ensures that 1) police officers know what direction outside

pressure might move policy, and 2) pressure can provide no information about the most

effective arrest practices. From a substantive standpoint, this assumes an especially difficult

position for the pressure group: one where their interests are perceived to have no relation

to the goals of crime-motivated officers. Under this assumption a police officer’s decision

either promotes crime control or the political demands of an outside group, but the group’s

demands convey no information.

In an online appendix I analyze an extension to this model in which the pressure group’s

demand is not static, but responds to the effectiveness of police practices at controlling a

different definition of crime.10 In this extension, the pressure group’s preferred policy is not

10In what is still the most extensive study of police department operations by a political scientist to date,
James Q. Wilson writes that although the purpose of police departments is to control crime, implementing
this objective requires deciding between contradictory defensible interpretations of that objective (Wilson,
1968, 61-2). He notes the incompatibility between the minimization of crime within a jurisdiction and
the equalization of crime risk throughout a jurisdiction. Thus, even if we think about the occurrence of a
single crime, there might be political disagreement about which objective the police should pursue. In a
world where a plethora of behaviors are criminalized, the set of defensible definitions is practically limitless
(Carbado, 2016).

How a department defines its "crime control" objective is crucial when thinking about racial inequality
in policing, because a recurring complaint from Black residents in US cities is a lack of effort protecting
Black residents against criminal victimization (e.g. National Commission on Civil Disorders 1968, 161-62;
Wilson 1968, 161-62; Miller 2010). This is usually articulated as a lack of regard for Black crime victims.
Fundamentally, the technology that police have to control crime is selective punishment. Thus, differences
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known to the officer ex ante, and the relationship between following the pressure group’s

wishes and controlling crime (as defined by the officers) is determined by how similar their

goals are. When the goals are very similar, the pressure group is effectively an outside expert,

while if their goals are very different, the pressure group’s demand tells the officer nothing

about how to best achieve their goals.

I show that the learning threshold, or the minimum belief in the chief’s independence

a crime-motivated officer must have in order to follow an assignment to change practices,

changes as a result of how similar the pressure group’s goals are. When a group’s goals are

very different, the learning threshold is higher. However, when goals are similar enough,

the officer’s can have very little faith in the chief’s independence and still learn. This shows

that the construction of a pressure group’s goals is central to whether their campaigns induce

context constrained learning within a police department. If a pressure group is constructed as

trying to change policy in line with their expertise, so long as their goals are similar enough,

they can have a higher likelihood of influencing the chief’s decision before they officer learning

becomes constrained. In contrast if a group is constructed as trying to change policy without

regard for its impacts on department performance, they can have less influence before officers

can no longer learn that their preferred policy is the most effective.

When criticized for the scale of punishment faced by Black Americans, some police de-

partments that pride themselves for their expertise have articulated the situation in exactly

these terms. They defend their practices as the most effective at controlling crime, stating

that those pressuring them do not have the expertise to judge their methods, and so that

bowing to pressure and reducing the scale of punishment on Black residents would increase

crime. For example, the New York Police Department’s ‘Stop, Question, and Frisk’ program

came under heavy criticism from advocacy organizations because of the concentration of

in the weight one places on different people’s experience (both crime victims and offenders) will result in
differences in the ideal distribution of that punishment. For this reason, different ‘racial preferences’ with
respect to policing should be thought of as differences in department performance measures.
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stops among Black and Latinx residents. Over the course of defending the program, repre-

sentatives of the city and police department insisted that it should be credited with bringing

down rates of crime and that criticism based on racial disparity in punishment misunder-

stood the role those arrests played in reducing crime (Baker, 2010; Frazier, 2011; Michael

and Fox, 2013; Long, 2013).

This strategy for defending racial disparity in arrests is at least seventy years old, and

is articulated in a 1955 address by William Parker, who served as Chief of Police in Los

Angeles from 1950 to 1966 and is credited with professionalizing that department (Fogelson,

1977, 243-44).

“At the present time, race, color, and creed are useful statistical and tactical

devices. So are age groupings, sex, and employment... If persons of Mexican, Ne-

gro, or Anglo-Saxon ancestry, for some reason, contribute heavily to other forms

of crime, police deployment must take that into account... The demand that the

police cease to consider race, color, and creed is an unrealistic demand... Such

demands are a form of discrimination against the public as a whole." (Parker,

1957, 162)

In this passage from an address delivered at a conference on police community relations,

Parker defends the high rates of arrest and intense police deployment in predominantly

Mexican and Black neighborhoods of Los Angeles as an important part of enacting effective

crime control. In his construction, advocacy organizations asking him to change those de-

ployments are asking him to ‘discriminate’ against the whole of Los Angeles by providing it

with less effective crime control.

The model presented here shows one result of police chiefs and political actors endeavoring

to construct Black advocates as motivated by goals unrelated to the police department’s

effectiveness. To the extent that the construction is successful, it can contribute to officer

learning being constrained by those groups gaining political influence in a jurisdiction.
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4 The Political Development of Police Independence

When considering the correspondence between the model and police departments in the US,

there are two historical dynamics that bear emphasis: political struggles over the control of

police, and the effort by police reformers to establish departments as expert-led bureaucracies

independent from political interference. As a result, many large police departments in the

latter half of the 20th century were controlled by a chief officially in their position to apply

neutral expertise, but whose degree of independence from political factions was tested, and

sometimes openly compromised. In effect, I incorporate a result of the ‘disjointed pluralism’

that characterized the development of municipal police departments in the US as a central

feature of the model (Schickler, 2001, 12-18)

Since the creation of the first municipal police departments in the mid 19th century,

political actors have grappled with how to contain or exploit their potential to advance

individual or factional economic and political interests. This concern is articulated with law

enforcement agencies at all levels of government, often in association with a scandal around

political interference or corruption. For example, popular anger that the San Francisco Police

Department acted as an ‘adjunct’ of that cities political machine helped elect a mayor in

1955 who promised to remove political influence from the police department (Agee, 2014, 8).

In addition to more particularistic interests, police departments have been used to ad-

vance ideological and partisan interests at different points in US history. Marie Gottshalk’s

The Prison and the Gallows recounts how the anti-domestic violence movement and the anti-

rape movement attempted to influence police departments and the entire justice system in

order to address their concerns (Gottschalk, 2006, 118-128). Similarly, Lisa McGirr’s history

of prohibition documents how the Temperance movement succeeded in not only changing

what existing police departments did, but sparking the development of a federal law enforce-

ment agency for the first time (McGirr, 2015). The late 19th century saw several Republican
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state legislative majorities remove control of urban police departments from democratic city

administrations, including in New York, Boston, Saint Louis, and Baltimore (Fogelson, 1977,

14-15).11 In an apparent attempt to prevent partisan control of police departments, Cal-

ifornia required that large municipalities place police departments under the control of a

bi-partisan police commission (Legislature of the State of California, 1883, 145).

In the midst of these political fights over control of police, a set of actors emerged that

attempted to position their claim to police policy control as deriving from neutral exper-

tise that would make departments more efficient and effective at removing a social harm

that no one defended: crime. Led by the International Association of Chiefs of Police, and

then various state level and broader membership organizations, successive generations of

police administrators argued that control of police departments should be held exclusively

by professional experts without any political biases. The movements strategy reads like a

collective case of what Carpenter calls a "politics of legitimacy", wherein bureaucrats build

reputations "for efficacy, for uniqueness of service, for moral protection, and for expertise"

in order to achieve political autonomy for their organizations (Carpenter, 2001, 353-354).

In many states they successfully pushed for the adoption of civil service laws, the adoption

of training standards as well as state funds to pay for them, and minimum education re-

quirements for police officers. Within departments they controlled, they created specialized

units, consolidated police precincts to reduce local influence, and built data processing and

research capacity within departments to start directing policing activities (Fogelson, 1977,

Chapter 9). However, a key piece of their project was not successful: to insulate police chiefs

from the disapproval of municipal politicians. They feared this left departments perpetually

vulnerable to political influence.

By the 1960s, this vision for police departments as neutral crime-control bureaucracies

11The governor of Missouri took control of the Saint Louis Metropolitan Police Department in 1861 following
unionists from Saint Louis playing an important role in defeating secession legislation he championed. Full
control was not returned to the city until 2013 (Hunn, 2012; Pistor, 2013).
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was endorsed by both major political parties, enshrined in law by several states, and became

the centerpiece of the democratic party’s anti-discrimination push as well as the war on

crime (Murakawa, 2014; Hinton, 2016). Against this backdrop, civil rights organizations in

many US cities called for greater civilian control over law enforcement, as a way to deal

with complaints of abuse against minoritized residents. Civilian review boards were one

institutional manifestation of this movement to change police behavior, that policing experts

decried as the death of effective and impartial law enforcement, and successfully defeated in

several major cities (Richardson, 1974, 183-85).

The model analyzed above represents a context where there is political contestation over

the racial distribution of arrests, and examines how it influences what officers can learn from

the neutral experts that police reformers tried to install as chiefs. It identifies a limit to the

benefits afforded by neutral expertise: the selection mechanism for police chiefs. When the

chief’s independence is uncertain, their assignments that match what advocates want will be

less persuasive than those which counter political pressure. In this way, political contestation

over the distribution of punishment turns the chief’s assignments into a constrained learning

source.

5 Implications

The conclusion from the model above should be considered in light of two archetypes of

American racial politics: periods of overt preservation of racial hierarchy, and the public

endorsement of racial egalitarianism. At the national level King and Smith refer to these

periods as the ‘Jim Crow’ and the ‘color-blind’ racial orders, respectively (King and Smith,

2005, 2011). The Jim Crow order was defined by the overt political project of preserving

white racial domination. In contrast, the politics in the color-blind racial order are charac-

terized by advocates for non-white groups making race-based claims for policy change, while
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racially conservative groups frame their project in race-neutral terms. The transition from

the Jim Crow order to a color-blind order occurred at different times in different places,

as did reforms aimed at professionalizing police departments, so the impact of professional-

ism should be conceptualized as potentially variable depending on local political and racial

contexts (Weir, 2005).

Where some measure of professional independence was achieved under a Jim Crow racial

order, such as Atlanta in the 1950s, the communication inefficiency identified in this model

would have impaired the ability of white supremacists in city government to increase crim-

inal punishment on Black residents. In particular, crime motivated officers would need to

be relatively certain of the chief’s independence in order to learn from their assignments

that increasing arrests on Black residents was the most effective strategy. From a white

supremacist’s perspective, this impediment could have been overcome by staffing the police

department with patrol officers who followed assignments without question, or took pleasure

in punishing Black people rather than seeing it as a means to reduce crime. Murakawa shows

how the notion that more professionalized police would be resistant to white supremacist

pressure was central to the possibility of coalition between racial liberals and conservatives

around ‘race-neutral’ carceral state building in the late 1950s and 1960s (Murakawa, 2014,

Chapter 3).

Under a color-blind racial order, the communication inefficiency would serve to hamper

the efforts of advocates to reduce racial inequality that was embedded during the prior Jim

Crow era. Direct pressure for a reduction in rates of punishment for Black citizens, with any

serious hope of success, would reduce the persuasiveness of a chief’s assignment to reduce

arrest intensities. This may help explain the focus among Black advocates on incidents of

police brutality and a lack of protection, as criticisms of police departments, rather than

direct challenges to the scale of punishment being meted out to Black citizens.12

12Forman notes this in his study of policing politics in Washington DC, during the 1970s and 80s (Forman Jr,
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The consequences of this mechanism for racial inequality in punishment differ between

these two recent racial orders, but the democratic deficit they identify remains the same. It

is a bureaucratic design that reduces the ability of groups in a city to openly contest what

the goals of policing should be. This does not eliminate political influence on police goals;

it generates resistance to groups attempting to influence policing through specific political

strategies. If a group does not have the position and resources to mount a private pressure

campaign, or to construct their campaign as based in expertise, their ability to influence

policing practice is constrained by this mechanism.

Police departments are composed of people, and so building a police force capable of en-

forcing the law without racial bias requires either finding people free of bias and beliefs that

would cause biased decisions, or finding biased people with inaccurate beliefs and teaching

them to make decisions in a way that eliminates the influence of those biases and beliefs.

Since the Civil Rights movement, the approach of police forces in the US has been to try

to eliminate beliefs that cause biased policing through training. This was on full display in

the summer of 2020, as public figures called for more police training in response to protests

against police violence against Black civilians (Demirijian, 2020). The results of this analysis

suggest that the potential impact of these training changes might be limited in places where

officers view them as imposed by inexpert political groups without regard for the depart-

ment’s effectiveness. More generally, it echoes a caution articulated by Lipsky (2010) and

Brown (1981) in the decades immediately following the Civil Rights Movement: interven-

tions into the functioning of a bureaucracy must take seriously how those interventions will

be viewed by the bureaucrats whose behavior they seek to change. In the case of additional

police training to reduce racial disparity in stops and arrests, this model offers the additional

caution that the success of the training should not presuppose that officers are unaware of

2017). For one summary of 1960s complaints about policing articulated by Black civic leaders in the San
Francisco Bay Area, see California Advisory Committee to the US Commission on Civil Rights (1963).
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the political forces that led to their receiving it.

6 Conclusion

US history is replete with brilliant people; some dedicated to preserving racial domination

as a feature of American life, some dedicated to tearing it down, and many inattentive to

that particular struggle. Movements in both directions strategically employed whatever tools

were available to them, and shaping what others believe to be true about the world was a

proximate goal of players on both sides. The existence of racial categories and their use by

government institutions is the product of this struggle (Omi and Winant, 2014; Nobles, 2000;

Mora, 2014), and social scientific inquiry has been used by both sides to bolster their positions

(in the case of criminal justice, see Muhammad 2010). This paper identifies a mechanism

through which the information structure of professional police departments, combined with

political struggles over the racial distribution of punishment, play a part in constructing how

police officers understand the role of racial cues in their work.

The existence of such a mechanism does not detract from the relevance of individual

racism in determining the quality of policing that Black people receive in the US. Bias

among officers is real, so efforts to eliminate racial inequality that do not address it are

doomed to fail. However, if such efforts ignore the structural cause identified in this paper,

the normal operation of police departments and city politics have the potential to resurrect

another variation on the same old racist theme.
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A Appendix

A.1 Officer Beliefs when γ = ω3

In an equilibrium where C’s strategy is choose a = γ if θc = 0 and a = ω if θc = 1, P knows

after observing a ∈ {ω1, ω2} that θc = 1. Therefore Pr(ω1|a = ω1) = Pr(ω1|θc = 1, a = ω =

1) = 1 and Pr(ω2|a = ω2) = Pr(ω2|θc = 1, a = ω = 2) = 1.

After observing a = ω3 P ’s consistent beliefs are:

Pr(ωi|a = γ = ω3) =Pr(ωi|a = γ = ω3, θc = 1)Pr(θc = 1|a = γ = ω3)

+ Pr(ωi|a = γ = ω3, θc = 0)(1− Pr(θc = 1|a = γ = ω3)) (8)

Where Pr(ωi|a = γ = ω3, θc = 1) = 1 if i = 3 and 0 otherwise, and Pr(ωi|a = γ =

ω3, θc = 0) = Pr(ωi) for each assignment i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The posterior probability that θc = 1

is Pr(θc = 1|a = γ = ω3) = Pr(a=ω3|θc=1,γ=ω3)Pr(θc=1|γ=ω3)
Pr(a=ω3|θc=1,γ=ω3)Pr(θc=1|γ=ω3)+Pr(a=ω3|θc=0,γ=ω3)(1−Pr(θc=1|γ=ω3))

,

which simplifies to Pr(θc = 1|a = γ = ω3) = πω3πc
πω3πc+1−πc . Making the substitutions into

equation (8) gives P ’s posterior beliefs consistent with C’s strategy to be:

Pr(ωi|a 6= ω3, γ = ω3) =


1, if a = ωi

0, otherwise
(9)

Pr(ωi|a = γ = ω3) =



(1−πc)πω1
πω3πc+1−πc , if i = 1

(1−πc)(1−πω1−πω3)
πω3πc+1−πc , if i = 2

πω3
πω3πc+1−πc , if i = 3

(10)

Substituting P ’s beliefs from equation (10) into inequality (1) gives the learning threshold:

πLc =
1 + 2πω1 − 2πω3
1 + 2πω1 − πω3

when γ = ω3 (11)
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A.2 Equilibria Existence

Proposition 2. At least one PBE where C follows the STE strategy a∗(ω, γ, θc) =


ω if θc = 1

γ if θc = 0

,

exist for all possible priors (πω1, πω2, πω3 ∈ [0, 1] and πω1 + πω2 + πω3 = 1).

Proof. Equations (3) and (4) show P ’s beliefs consistent with the STE strategy when γ = ω1,

and equations (9) and (10) show the consistent beliefs when γ = ω3. Using these beliefs and

Lemma 1, P ’s unique sequentially rational response to a 6= γ is x∗ = a.

Depending on the parameters, x∗(a = γ|θp = 1) ∈ {ωi, ω2, ωj}. I show in the text that if

πc ≥ πLc , it is sequentially rational for P to choose x∗(a = γ|θp = 1) = a.

By Lemma 1, if γ = ωi it is sequentially rational for P to choose x∗(a = γ|θp = 1) = ωj

if Pr(ωj|a = γ) ≥ 1
2

+ Pr(ωi|a = γ). Making the substitutions from equations (3) or (10)

and simplifying, x∗(a = γ|θp = 1) = ωj is sequentially rational when πωj ≥ 1
2

+ πωi(2+πc)
2(1−πc) or

2πωj−2πωi−1
2πωj+πωi−1 ≥ πc. Therefore P ’s sequentially rational actions given beliefs consistent with C

using the STE strategy are:

x∗(a|γ = ωi, θc) =



ωi if a = ωi and πc ≥ πLc

ω2 if a = ωi and
2πωj−2πωi−1
2πωj+πωi−1 ≤ πc ≤ πLc

ωj if a = ωi and πc ≤ 2πωj−2πωi−1
2πωj+πωi−1

ω2 if a = ω2

ωj if a = ωj

If πc > πLc , or πc = πLc and P chooses x∗(a = γ|θp = 1) = a, C’s expected utilities are:
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EUc(a|ω2, θc = 1) =


−∆2, if a = ωj, ωi

0, if a = ω2

and

EUc(a|ωi, θc = 1) = EUc(a|γ = ωi, θc = 0) =


−4∆2, if a = ωj

−∆2, if a = ω2

0, if a = ωi

Therefore EUc(a∗|ω, γ, θc) ≥ EUc(a
′|ω, γ, θc) for all types of C and all alternative strategies

a′, so at least one PBE where C follows the STE strategy exists if πc ≥ πLc .

If 2πωj−2πωi−1
2πωj+πωi−1 < πc < πLc ,

2πωj−2πωi−1
2πωj+πωi−1 = πc and x∗(a = γ|θp = 1) = ω2„ or πc = πLc and P

chooses x∗(a = γ|θp = 1) = ω2, C’s expected utilities are:

EUc(a|ω2, γ = ωi, θc = 1) =


−∆2, if a = ωj

0, if a = ω2

−(1− πp)∆2, if a = ωi

EUc(a|γ = ωi, θc = 0) = EUc(a|ωi, θc = 1) =


−4∆2, if a = ωj

−∆2, if a = ω2

−πp∆2, if a = ωi

EUc(a|ωj, γ = ωi, θc = 1) =


0, if a = ωj

−∆2, if a = ω2

−πp∆2 − (1− πp)4∆2, if a = ωi

Therefore EUc(a∗|ω, γ, θc) ≥ EUc(a
′|ω, γ, θc) for all types of C and all alternative strategies

a′, so at least one PBE where C follows the STE strategy exists if 2πωj−2πωi−1
2πωj+πωi−1 ≤ πc ≤ πLc .

If πc <
2πωj−2πωi−1
2πωj+πωi−1 or πc =

2πωj−2πωi−1
2πωj+πωi−1 and x∗(a = γ|θp = 1) = ωj, C’s expected utilities
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are:

EUc(a|ω2, γ = ωi, θc = 1) =


−∆2, if a = ωj, ωi

0, if a = ω2

EUc(a|γ = ωi, θc = 0) = EUc(a|ωi, θc = 1) =


−4∆2, if a = ωj

−∆2, if a = ω2

−πp4∆2, if a = ωi

EUc(a|ωj, γ = ωi, θc = 1) =


0, if a = ωj

−∆2, if a = ω2

−(1− πp)4∆2, if a = ωi

When θc = 0 or θc = 1 and ω = ωi, EUc(a∗|ω, γ, θc) ≥ EUc(a
′|ω, γ, θc) requires −πp4∆2 ≥

−∆2 or πp ≤ 1
4
. Therefore at least one PBE where C follows the STE strategy exists if

πc <
2πωj−2πωi−1
2πωj+πωi−1 and πp ≤ 1

4
.

Therefore at least one PBE where C follows the STE strategy exists for all possible priors

(πω1, πω2, πω3).
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B Online Appendix: Extension With Multiple Goals

I analyze an extension to the basic model presented in the text, to examine a scenario

where the police chief might be responding to a different definition of police department

performance. As in the basic model, the officer’s choice together with a random variable

determine the department’s performance. However, this time two independent random vari-

ables determine the effect of arrest practices on two different definitions of the department’s

goals.

yω = −(x− ω)2

yγ = −(x− γ)2

The random variables ω, γ ∈ {ω1, ω2, ω3} represent whether the departments efforts would

be most effective if they increased (ω3), decreased (ω1), or maintained the status quo arrest

intensity (ω2). In order to represent the similarity or difference of the two goals, I will rely

on features of the joint distribution. As Pr(ω = ωi|γ = ωi) increases, I call the goals more

similar, because the same arrest practices are more likely to achieve both definitions of crime

control.

I preserve P ’s types and utilities as they were in the original model, but assume the

crime-motivated officer cares about department performance according to only one of the

two possible definitions.

up = θpyω − (1− θp)(x− a)2

In contrast the chief’s two types both want the patrol officers to implement the most effective

arrest intensity, but they differ in which definition of department performance they care

1



about.

uc = θcyω − (1− θc)yγ

This changes the interpretation of the chief’s two types. Rather than independent and

responsive, I refer to them as ‘conservative’ (if their definition of police performance matches

that of their officers, θc = 1) or ‘reform’ (if they care about a different definition, θc = 0).

As in the text, both chief types know everything about the game except the officer’s type.

They observe the optimal arrest intensity for both goals of policing (ω, γ) and their own type

before giving an assignment (a), but only know the probability P is crime-motivated πp. The

officer observes the chief’s assignment but not their ideal definition of police performance.

They also know the ideal policy from the reform perspective (γ),13 the joint density function

of ω and γ, and the probability that C is conservative (πc). I use πω1, πω2πω3 to indicate the

marginal probabilities for ω (as in the text) and πγ1, πγ2, πγ3 to denote the corresponding

marginal probabilities for γ.

To summarize, the game proceeds as follows:

0. Nature chooses the chief’s type (θc), the officer’s type (θp), and the most effective arrest

intensities for the two different police objectives (ω, γ).

1. The chief observes their type and the most effective arrest intensities and then gives

an assignment (a).

2. The officer observes their type, the reform goal, and the chief’s assignment and then

chooses an arrest intensity to implement (x).

13With this I preserve the base model’s assumption that the pressure group is attempting to influence the
department through a public campaign.
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Proposition 3. A PBE where C chooses a∗(θc, ω, γ) =


ω, if θc = 1

γ, if θc = 0

and P chooses

x∗(a|θp, γ) = a exists when:

πc ≥
πγ1(1 + 2Pr(ω = ω3|γ = ω1)− 2Pr(ω = ω1|γ = ω1))

πω1 + πγ1(1 + 2Pr(ω = ω3|γ = ω1)− 2Pr(ω = ω1|γ = ω1))
,

πc ≥
πγ3(1 + 2Pr(ω = ω1|γ = ω3)− 2Pr(ω = ω3|γ = ω3))

πω3 + πγ3(1 + 2Pr(ω = ω1|γ = ω3)− 2Pr(ω = ω3|γ = ω3))
, and

Pr(ω = ωi|γ = ω2) ≤
πω2πc

2πγ2(1− πc)
+

1

2
Pr(ω = ωk|γ = ω2)

for i, k ∈ {1, 3}.

Proof. P ’s types and utility function are the same as in the basic model, so Lemma 1 still

describes their sequentially rational strategies.

P ’s beliefs following any assignment are:

Pr(ω|a, γ) =Pr(ω|a, γ, θc = 1)Pr(θc = 1|a, γ) + Pr(ω|a, γ, θc = 0)Pr(θc = 0|a, γ) (12)

When a 6= γ, C’s strategy implies that Pr(a|γ, θc = 0) = 0, and so Pr(ω|a, γ) =


1 if a = ωi

0 if a 6= ωi

.

When a = γ, applying Bayes’ rule to C’s strategy gives P ’s consistent beliefs as:

Pr(ω|a = γ = ωi) =


πωiπc+Pr(ω=ωi|γ=ωi)πγi(1−πc)

πωiπc+πγi(1−πc) , if ω = ωi

Pr(ω=ωj |γ=ωi)πγi(1−πc)
πωiπc+πγi(1−πc) if ω = ωj

(13)

I showed in the proof for Lemma 1 that P will only follow assignments to change arrest

practices in equilibrium if inequality Pr(ωi|a) ≥ 1
2

+ Pr(ωj|a) for i, j ∈ {1, 3} is satisfied for

a = ω1 and/or a = ω3. Using the beliefs from equation (13) and rearranging, the minimum

3



value of πc at which it is sequentially rational for P to choose x = ω1 when a = γ = ω1 is:

πL1c =
πγ1(1 + 2Pr(ω = ω3|γ = ω1)− 2Pr(ω = ω1|γ = ω1))

πω1 + πγ1(1 + 2Pr(ω = ω3|γ = ω1)− 2Pr(ω = ω1|γ = ω1))

Similarly, the learning threshold for P to choose x = ω3 is when a = γ = ω3 is:

πL3c =
πγ3(1 + 2Pr(ω = ω1|γ = ω3)− 2Pr(ω = ω3|γ = ω3))

πω3 + πγ3(1 + 2Pr(ω = ω1|γ = ω3)− 2Pr(ω = ω3|γ = ω3))

In order to follow an assignment a = ω2 requires Pr(ω = ωi|a = ω2) ≤ 1
2
+Pr(ω = ωk|a =

ω2) for both i, k ∈ {1, 3}. Substituting in the beliefs from equation (13) and simplifying,

this requires

Pr(ω = ωi|γ = ω2) ≤
πω2πc

2πγ2(1− πc)
+

1

2
Pr(ω = ωk|γ = ω2) (14)

Notice, rearranging this requirement in terms of πc gives the condition:

πc ≤
πγ2[1 + 2(Pr(ω = ωk|γ = ω2)− Pr(ω = ωi|γ = ω2)]

πγ2[1 + 2(Pr(ω = ωk|γ = ω2)− Pr(ω = ωi|γ = ω2))]− πγ2

where the RHS is weakly greater than 1, so the choice x∗(ω2|θp = 1) = ω2 can be incentive

compatible for any value of πc.

Therefore if πc ≥ πL1c and πc ≥ πL3c , it is sequentially rational for P to choose x∗(a|θp, γ) =

a. When x∗(a|θp, γ) = a, EUC(a = γ|θc = 0) > EUC(a 6= γ|θc = 0) and EUC(a = ω|θc =

1) > EUC(a 6= ω|θc = 1), so a PBE exists where C chooses a∗(θc, ω, γ) =


ω, if θc = 1

γ, if θc = 0

and P chooses x∗(a|θp, γ) = a.

Lemma 4. The learning thresholds πL1c , πL3c are decreasing in Pr(ω = ωi|γ = ωi) and

increasing in Pr(ω = ωj|γ = ωi) for i, j ∈ {1, 3}.
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Proof. The learning thresholds for increasing or decreasing arrest intensities are:

πLic =
πγi(1 + 2Pr(ω = ωj|γ = ωi)− 2Pr(ω = ωi|γ = ωi))

πωi + πγi(1 + 2Pr(ω = ωj|γ = ωi)− 2Pr(ω = ωi|γ = ωi))

for i ∈ {3, 1}, so ∂πLic
∂Pr(ω=ωi|γ=ωi) =

−2πγiπωi(
πωi+πγi(1+2Pr(ω=ωj |γ=ωi)−2Pr(ω=ωi|γ=ωi))

)2 < 0,

and ∂πLic
∂Pr(ω=ωj |γ=ωi) =

2πγiπωi(
πωi+πγi(1+2Pr(ω=ωj |γ=ωi)−2Pr(ω=ωi|γ=ωi))

)2 > 0. Therefore πLic is decreas-

ing in Pr(ω = ωi|γ = ωi) and increasing in Pr(ω = ωj|γ = ωi).
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